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Specification:
Nimish is a Nawabi sweet delicacy with a cloud like structure originated in Awadh region.
Present time Lucknow, to be precise.
Type: Sweet dish
Color: Yellow
Texture: Extremely light-cloud like
Sale Months: late October to early march (duration between Diwali and Holi)
Sale time: Early morning (generally over by 9 a.m.)
Preparation time: 10-12 hours’
It is a melt in mouth frothy dessert with flavorings of saffron and cardamom, garnished with
silver warq and dry fruits.

Description:
Winter mornings in parts of Uttar Pradesh and Delhi in northern India can boast of being
different from winters of other cities of north India as they envelope the nostalgia of a dessert
that is more of an experience than just being a delicacy. On one side where winter mornings
bring along laziness as the uninvited guest, few northern cities are up early, starting their day
with onset of winter sun just to buy this salivating experience. On foggy winter mornings the by
lanes of old Lucknow, old Delhi, Kanpur and Varanasi can be seen showing some fervent activity
with people lining up to buy this dessert.
Nimish or malai makkhan is what is being talked about here.
Nimish is a word of Sanskrit origin which literally translates to momentary. It also refers to a
blink of eye. Since the dish dissolves in the mouth as soon as one eats it, it is named such. Also
it holds on to its texture for a short duration after the preparation without refrigeration.
Its key Ingredients are: Buffalo’s full cream milk, extra cream, powdered sugar, morning dew,
saffron and cardamom
For garnishing: Silver warq and dry fruits flakes
Tools and extras used: Hand held Churner, Doob grass and ice slab for keeping milk pot on,
Earthen pots for keeping the milk, large SS utensils for churning and earthen pots for carrying
the Nimish for sale on roads.
Served in: Dry leaf bowls (pattar) and wooden spoon
Churning time: 1.5 hrs. for 15-16litres
The delicacy dates back its origin to the city of Nawabs during the Mughal Era in the region.
Describing itself in the city’s own style- “Naazuk aur Nafeez”, translated as delicate and
exquisite, a dessert of Nawabs- Nimish is a melt in mouth Indian desert, holding dew and winter
moon lit nights as its key cooking techniques. It is flavorful milk froth served in pattar/ donnas
or dried leaf bowls with wooden spoon that vanishes as soon as you eat it and that’s what makes
the whole experience nostalgic.
One can find variations of the same with different names at different places- Nimish in Lucknow,
Makkhan malai in Kanpur, Mallaiyo in Varanasi, Daulat ki chaat in Delhi and Dudh na puff in parsi
cuisine. (Source: Article-The Magic and Mystery in the Making of Daulat ki Chaat by Shivangana Vasudeva_ NDTV FOOD)

Geographical Data:
Area:
The origin of Nimish is believed to be Lucknow.
Co-ordinates of Lucknow:
Coordinates : 26°51′N 80°57′E

The city stands at an elevation of approximately 123 metres (404 ft) above sea level. Lucknow
district covers an area of 2,528 square kilometres (976 sq mi). Bounded on the east
by Barabanki, on the west by Unnao, on the south by Raebareli and in the north
by Sitapur and Hardoi, Lucknow sits on the northwestern shore of the Gomti River.
Historically, Lucknow was the capital of the Awadh region, controlled by the Delhi Sultanate and
later the Mughal Empire. It was transferred to the Nawabs of Awadh. In 1856, the British East
India Company abolished local rule and took complete control of the city along with the rest of
Awadh and, in 1857, transferred it to the British Raj. (source: Wikipedia)

Climate
Lucknow has a humid subtropical climate with cool, dry winters from mid-November to
February and dry, hot summers with sunshine from March to mid- May. In winter the maximum
temperature is around 25 °C (77 °F) and the minimum is in the 3 °C (37 °F) to 7 °C (45 °F) range
which in turn facilitates the making of Nimish and also the stabilization of it early morning.
Fog is quite common from mid-December to late January. (source: Wikipedia)

How is Nimish different from other variations?
Variation

Place/ origin

Characteristics

Nimish

Lucknow

Dense and fragranced with rose water

Mallai Makkhan

Kanpur

Made with buffalo milk, lighter and fragranced with kewda water

Mallaiyo

Varanasi

Has greater amount of Saffron and malai

Daulat ki chat

Delhi

No saffron added; only a bit of milk infused with saffron is
sprinkled on top. Has crumpled khoya, mawa, chena and is
sweeter

Dudh na puff

Mumbai, Parsi No saffron is added. Served in glass with some amount of milk
food

Kumis

Afghani’s Drink Butter of fermented Horse’s milk drink; was served to slaves.

(Source: Article-The Magic and Mystery in the Making of Daulat ki Chaat by Shivangana Vasudeva; NDTV FOOD)

Daulat ki chaat

Dudh na Puff

Nimish, Mallai makkhan and Mallaiyo look alike.

Kumis

Origin:
The fables have their different versions about the origin of the dish but they all do have some
common strings to join. Few say that it started 500 years ago in the era of lord Krishna who lived
in holy region of Mathura (part of Oudh area) and used to cherish the freshly churned white
butter by his mother Yashoda. So the technique originated from there.(Source: Phonetic interview with
Shri Jagdish Sharan- Nimish vendor at gol darwaza,Chawk, Lucknow; 200 year family business of nimish)

One fable narrates that it was brought by Mughals in India, where the cooks were given
unlimited freedom to delight and surprise their masters and impress brunch guests.
Whereas the closest fables say that it originated in the kitchens of Oudh- under Saadat-Ali-Khan
II, a Nawab of Awadh who asked his khansama (cook) to create something spectacular for prince
Murad Baksh and they created Nimish. (Source: Article- Let's Revive Lucknow: Makhhan Malai of Lucknow_Lucknow
Society Facebook page)

One of the other credible stories is that the trick of making such unique milk-froth-based dessert
came to India with the Afghans and was first practiced by the Botai tribe. Not with the cow's
milk but the mare's i.e. the horse milk, with an ancient drink called Kumis. (Source: Article-Culinary
history: A journey called Daulat Ki Chaat by Madhulika Dash_Bawarchi.com; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saadat_Ali_Khan_II)

If looked in depth, the next nawab of Awadh was Safdar Jang who was also appointed as wazir
of the Mughal Empire. He was succeeded by his son Shujauddaullah. The authority of the Awadh
ruler extended up to Rohilkhand, a territory to the east of Delhi. A large number of Afghans from
the mountain ranges of the north-west frontier, called the Rohillas, were settled there.(source:
https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/the-awadh-historic-region-of-northern-india-1442911783-1)

So it can be concluded that afghans were there in the area itself. Also the father of Saadat-AliKhan II, Muhammad Nasir was of Persian origin too.
It is believed that Nawabs use to have Nimish in earthen bowls only and after eating the froth
they used to drink its leftover milk to get rid of the froths fat stuck on throat lining. (source: Gaya
Prasad-Nimish vendor in lucknow)

The reason behind the use of Mare’s milk was its rich smooth texture and nuances that no other
dairy product could match. Nimish actually used to be a byproduct of the process of making a
fermented milk drink of Afghans called Kumis which was prepared using mare’s milk. Kumis was
used by men to take along with during their expeditions. And to do this, the mare milk, which
had 40 per cent more lactose, had to be skimmed off its creamy goodness. According to 13thcentury traveler William of Rubruck, the making of Kumis, a prized drink, was as follows: “first
gallons of milk was collected and kept in a cool place. Once enough was collected they were
filled into a big skin (leather bags) and then beaten. Once enough heat was generated and
passed through the skin, the milk inside would boil up like new wine. The boiled milk would be
churned regularly to collect all the butter, which was put on the side.” It was this butter that
was served to the slaves and workers with a little honey and dry fruits. The rest of the milk was

for Kumis, which over a few days developed the pungency of a wine with that an aftertaste of
almond milk with a much thinner consistency. In-fact Kumis was used as an antidote to cure a
number of chest and other infection till the mid of 19th century. (Source: Article-Culinary history: A journey
called Daulat Ki Chaat by Madhulika Dash_Bawarchi.com)

From Lucknow the dessert travelled to its neighboring cities. It was brought to Delhi too by
migrators from Lucknow as told by present day vendors- Sanjay Kumar and Pravesh Kumar of
daulat ki chaat in old Delhi.

Uniqueness:
A. Natural factors:

Temperature needed: below 19 °C
Lucknow does provide for the mentioned temperature thus making the preparation of
Nimish possible but this can’t be said that this temperature is unique to this region as the
entire North India experiences far or less the same temperature during winters.
What would have made this dish unique to the Awadh might be the presence of Nawabs
and afghans in the region. Also the skills men knowing the authentic preparation method
were limited to Awadh region as the ancestors were the only source to forward the recipe
to their offsprings. The other regions like Delhi which have the dish being sold in winters
experienced the migration of people from Awadh who in turn started making variations
there.

B. Other characterisitics:

o Has morning dew as its key ingredient.
o Is the lightest sweet dish in terms of texture.
o Can’t be replicated using modern day tools like electric blender. Hand churner gives
the best results.

Method of the Preparation:
A.

Ingredients:

For initial liquid mixture:
Cow’s milk
70%
Cream
30%

For Nimish

Powdered sugar
40%
Dry fruits
10%
Kesar
1%
Elaichi
5%
(Assuming Quantity of produced froth to be 100%)

1 liter of milk would yield around 800gms of Nimish
(Source: Phonetic interview with Shri Jagdish Sharan- Nimish vendor at gol darwaza,Chawk, Lucknow; 200 year family business
of nimish)

B.

The dessert holding the cloud like consistency is only served during early morning hours
of winters. The light weight dessert is an outcome of hours of preparations
that start 10-12 hours’ prior of the serving hours.
The process starts on the previous day’s evening at around 5pm, with boiling of cow’s
milk and fresh cream separately which are mixed after being cooled down. After the
temperature lowers down, the mixture is placed in clay pots and left out in the moon lit
winter sky to set and soak in the morning ‘dew’. Sources say that back in old days the
reason for moonlit winter nights was because one needs to see what he is doing and
winter of-course for the lowered temperature. After about 6 to 8 hours, sometime around
2 a.m, the milk is churned constantly using a mathaani (hand held churner). The dew
drops add lightness to the milk and help in aeration while blending. It takes about 3-4
hours of whisking to transform the milk into a whimsical froth, which is constantly pressed
with the held op a spatula to make it slightly denser which aids in easy handling of the
froth.
The froth is then collected and separated to either mixed with powdered sugar (called
bura), cardamom and saffron extract, one portion at a time and served topped with some
saffron strands along with almond pistachio flakes and bits of fresh malai; or it is just
topped with powdered sugar along with other mentioned toppings. Both versions are
embellished by “chaandi ka warq” as final touch. The left over milk is used to make malai
or rabri (another sweet dish of milk- thickened milk mixed with sugar, cardamom and
nuts)

C.

Sold early morning only and vendors can be seen moving in shade to avoid sun for
preventing the froth to vanish. It is kept covered with meshed caps.

Is the authentic recipe still being followed?
In present time, with people in greed of greater outputs with less input of time, to what extent
is the authentic technique of Nimish being followed or it should be questioned that to what
extent are people willing to keep the authenticity alive.
For Ramakant Mishra, who is serving people of Lucknow with the dessert since 10 years at Gol
darwaza in Chowk market, it is the family legacy that he feels is his responsibility to carry on. He
starts his daily sales of 20kg Nimish at dawn and by 9 AM he is sold out. Ramakant makes sure
that authenticity of the recipe is kept intact and that’s how he proves his loyalty to the dish, to
his customers and to his ancestors who were earlier involved in the same profession. For each
50 gm. he makes ₹15 i.e. ₹6000 each day, for around 3 months of a year.
But is he satisfied?
Ramakant Mishra says that this tradition of making this exotic dessert which he learnt from his
father, who learned from his father, will end with him. “I will not want my children to do this,”
he says.
With lack of patronage the art of making nimish will soon be extinct.
(Source: Apprentice resident of Lucknow)

It's not surprising to see that today there are not many vendors around who are serving
authentic dish as the time-consuming process does not really compliment the returns. Most of
them either deviate from the original recipe by using a dose of cream tartar as a leavening agent
or electric blenders to get the texture right.
While it takes almost a day to prepare it, one needs to sell this sweet dish as quickly as possible
before it collapses in the heat of the day and turns into a milky puddle. One can see hawkers
walking at side of lanes in shade avoiding sun to let the Nimish hold its texture. This can be quite

challenging because the day's produce cannot be reused or stored and needs to be discarded if
not sold.
Chef Manish Mehrotra, who is credited of turning this Winter Specialty to an all-season dessert
with the clever use of nitrogen and a milk and cream balance that gives the desired result every
time, says "Our dessert is inspired from Malai Makkhan in UP. In olden days, there were no
means to refrigerate or chill and this is why milk was left to cool by the dawn dew. To survive,
the recipe has to change with time. Today, it's possible to create the same texture and taste
without making it complicated,". But also confesses that his adaption though popular is still only
a close imitation of the real wonder. "You cannot create the same magic as nature does no
matter how advance the modern-day technique are," says the Chef who still prefers the
traditionally prepared Daulat Ki Chaat. "There is that richness about the foam and the
interesting sweet-savory balance that is magical." (Source: Article-Culinary history: A journey called Daulat Ki Chaat
by Madhulika Dash_Bawarchi.com)

But is it correct to practice what you don’t believe?
The question is that the practice of modern techniques by these celebrity chefs of such authentic
dishes is putting a positive or negative impact? Making a dish available all year round which used
to be available only in winter season might seems to be good point but what about the
authenticity being lost in the process?
Shouldn’t be these chefs more sensible towards the authentic techniques rather than inventing
modern day ones just to replicate and earn fame? What about the people who have put in
efforts to learn the technique from their fore fathers and rely on it entirely for their daily bread?

What is making the vendors leave the profession or shift from traditional
styles to advanced styles?
If the poor people with real skill of making Nimish are talked about then the only reason for
them to shift to other professions and not willing to let their children follow the same profession
is that they are not rewarded enough as per the amount of energy and time they put in.
Moreover, they have to look for alternative earning sources for the left over months. No one
gives them recognition for their hard work and that’s why they don’t feel worthy of carrying
forward the art. Ultimately it comes down to the amount of money one has in hand at the end
of the day.
Shift from traditional style to advanced style is just a medium of time saving and making more
money along with fame. This would have proved to be a good step only if it would have
improved the results but its proven that there is no match with the authentic recipes’ result.

How essential is it to get Nimish the GI tag?
A short conversation with Jagdish Saran ji, a Nimish vendor whose family has been in this
business since 200 years, was enough to tell that what connection do they share with their
business.” Hamara lagaav hai apne kaam se, paison ka kya hai ji, hum tak logo ki mahobbat
pahunchti hai” says Jagdish ji on asking that is the earned money enough for the living of his
family.
Getting a GI tag can not only get recognition to the dish but also to such people who do justice
to its authentic recipe and share such deep bond of love with their work. It might increase its
popularity and also motivate the traditional recipe practitioners to carry on this age old recipe.
This all in turn can save up such an old unique dessert from vanishing.
GI to tag Nimish will save the dish from vanishing so as to let its milky froth vanish in one’s
mouth.

What ways can be adopted to conserve and encourage the patronage of
Nimish:
• We should start at local level first.
o Old lucknow has always had these taanga tours which take you across the heritage
buildings over there. Lucknow has a rich palette when it comes to food too. It not
just limits to malai makhan, Malai paan, Kebabs, Biryani and much more adds to
the list. In a similar manner as of a heritage walk, a heritage food walk can be
organized for the visitors in which they are taken to all these age old food spots of
old lucknow like tunday kababi for galouti kebabs, Ram Asrey sweets for malaai ki
gilauri, spots of Nimish like that of Jagdish saran ji etc. Or maybe these spots can
be a part of the heritage monuments walk itself. In this manner it will not only give
encouragement to vendors for keep on going but will also give them a chance to
tell people about their history and their passion for their business. Their sales might
go up as well
o Word of mouth keeps a huge potential. To make it more impactful the local social
groups can spread a short video interview of such authentic vendors so that it
reaches to people outside Lucknow too. Even individuals and food enthusiasts can
club with people like Madhavi Kukreja who is a local Heritage enthusiast which will
give the aim a backbone too.

• Government may initiate to put a check on replication of the recipe with modern take and
ingredients. Getting inspired from it is a different thing but selling a totally different
variation with same name is an ill practice. If chefs want to sell it in their restaurants then
either should they employee an authentic vendor or should learn from him, replicate in
same manner and legitimately give credits to him, both monetarily and verbally by
specifying his name.
• The families who are engaged in authentic Nimish making process can be given proper
alternative employment during summers to keep them encouraged for keep on preparing
Nimish in winters. This way they won’t face financial issues.

Thank You.

